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The stepwise refinement technique is studied from a mathematical point of view. A relation 
of correct refinement between programs is defined, based on the principle that refinement steps 
should be correctness preserving. Refinement between programs will therefore depend on the 
criterion of program correctness used. The application of the refinement relation in showing 
the soundness of different techniques for refining programs is discussed. Special attention is 
given to the use of abstraction in program construction. Refinement with respect to partial 
and total correctness will be studied in more detail, both for deterministic and nondeter- 
ministic programs. The relationship between these refinement relations and the approximation 
relation of Iixpoint semantics will be studied, as well as the connection with the predicate 
transformers used in program verification. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Stepwise refinement is a well-known program construction technique, originally 
proposed by Dijkstra [g-11] and Wirth [21, 221. The basic idea behind this 
technique is to develop a program through a sequence of refinement steps, starting 
from a specification of the program and (hopefully) ending up with an efficient 
program meeting the specification. Our aim here is to study the correctness of such 
refinement steps. We take as our starting point the intuitive requirement that a 
refinement step must preserve program correctness. This requirement is implicit in the 
writings by Dijkstra and Wirth and is explicitly stated by Gerhart [ 121. This means 
that correct refinement will depend on the criterion of correctness used. A refinement 
step which preserves partial correctess will not necessary be correct if we wish to 
preserve total correctness. 
We will start by giving a simple example of program construction by stepwise 
refinement, in Section 2. In Section 3 we present a formal definition of correct 
refinement, considered as a binary relation between programs. Section 4 discusses the 
application of this notion of refinement in showing the soundness of certain familiar 
techniques for refining programs. This section is intended to motivate the refinement 
relation and relate it to more familiar aspects of program construction. 
Our main interest here will be in the mathematical aspects of the refinement 
relation itself. We will therefore not be concerned with programming language issues, 
nor will we consider the proof theory of refinement (these topics are treated quite 
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extensively in [I]). We choose to identify programs with their denotations, treating 
programs as state transformations functions. Correctness criterions will also be 
semantic entities, thus ignoring questions of provability and validity. In Section 5 we 
study refinement of deterministic programs, with respect to partial and total 
correctness. We give a simple characterization of these relations in terms of the 
approximation ordering used in fixpoint semantics. In Section 6 we study refinement 
between nondeterministic programs with respect to these same correctness criteria. 
Also in this case is there a simple connection between refinement and the approx- 
imation ordering. In Section 7 we will show how to characterize these refinement 
relations with predicate transformers, thus providing a basis for proving refinement 
between programs. Finally, in Section 8, we return to the techniques for constructing 
refinements, this time considering them with respect to the specific refinement 
relations defined in Section 5 and 6. 
This article is a revised and considerably expanded version of a paper which 
originally appeared as [2]. It forms a semantic counterpart to the more syntactically 
and proof-theoretically oriented investigation of stepwise refinement described in [ 11. 
2. AN EXAMPLE OF STEPWISE REFINEMENT 
Before showing how to formalize the stepwise refinement technique, we give a 
simple example of how this technique is used in program construction (the example is 
taken from [ll], where it is treated in a somewhat different way). Consider the 
following programming problem. We are to construct a program for computing Xy, 
where X and Y are integers, X > 1 and Y> 0. We are only allowed to use simple 
arithmetic operations in the program, the exponentiation operation, e.g., is not 
available. 
The following is a more formal specification of the program to be constructed, in 
terms of pre- and postconditions: 
Precondition: X > 1 and Y 2 0. 
Postcondition: z = Xy. 
Here z is a variable that is to contain the result of the computation. 
A first solution can be constructed by introducing two auxiliary variables u and u 
and a program invariant R, 
R: u”xz=Xy and u>l and ~20. 
We design a program P, in which R is established before entering its loop and is 
preserved by the loop: 
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P, : begin var u, v; 
24 :=x, v := u, z := 1; 
while v # 0 do 
“decrease v so that R is preserved” 
od 
end. 
A simple implementation of “decrease v so that R is preserved” is by 
v:=v- 1; z := z x u. 
This would give us program P,: 
P, : begin vat u, v; 
u :=x, v :=Y; z := 1; 




A more efficient version can be obtained from P, by noticing that when v is even, 
we can half v and square U, without destroying the invariant R. This gives us the 
refinement P, : 
P, : begin var u, v; 
u :=x; v := y; z := 1. 9 
while v # 0 do 
while even(v) do 





An alternative form of this program, in which the nested loops are fused into one, 
is P,: 
P 4: begin var u, v; 
u :=x, v :=Y, z := 1; 
while v # 0 do 
if even(v) 
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The main features of the stepwise refinement techniques are here illustrated. Thus 
program P, contains the abstract statement “decrease u so that R is preserved”, 
which is not an executable statement but is found useful in developing the program. 
The programs P, and P, result from P, by replacing this abstract statement by a 
concrete executable statement. This illustrates the use of top-down development, 
where the original programming problem is decomposed into simpler programming 
problems with the help of abstract statements. The last version P, could again have 
been constructed from P, by applying a general program transformation rule to the 
iteration part of P,. This would be a rule allowing nested loops to be fused into one 
loop, provided certain conditions are met. 
Looking at these refinement steps, it is not at all evident whether they are in fact 
correct, or even what the criterion of correctness for refinements should be. The 
obvious choice of correctness criterion, requiring that the refined and refining 
program have exactly the same input-output behaviour, is clearly too restrictive in 
many cases. We would like to find the weakest possible criterion of correctness which 
still guarantees that the stepwise refinement technique is sound. This is the problem to 
be treated in the next section. 
3. REFINEMENT BETWEEN PROGRAMS 
Assume that a set 9409 of programs is given (509 can be seen as a 
programming language or as the set of possible meanings of programs). A correctness 
criterion for 9%~ is a tuple C = (5+~, dad), where 9$c is a set of speczscations 
(a specification language or a set of meanings of specifications) and a&at is a relation 
of satisfaction, oat C_ 5$&c X Bog, S d P holding if and only if specification S 
is satisfied by program P. A refinement step, leading from program P to program P’, 
is intuitively correct if P’ preserves the correctness of P. More precisely, P’ should 
satisfy any specification which P satisfies. This gives us the following definition of 
correct refinement: 
DEFINITION 1. Let C = (Y~sc , Irat) be a correctness criterion for .9%0g and let 
P and P’ be programs in 509. Then P is said to be (correctly) refined by P’ with 
respect to C, denoted P +efc P’, if 
This definition provides the basis for our study of the stepwise refinement technique. 
The first observation about this relation is that it is both reflexive and transitive, i.e., 
it is a preorder (the proof of this is trivial and is therefore omitted): 
PROPOSITION 1, Refinement with respect to C is a preorder in .5%09. 
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The program construction problem, relative to a correctness criterion C = 
(Y@ 7 aat), can be formulated as follows: Given a specification S in Yfi,, and a 
set A of acceptable programs in 3&g, find a program P in A such that S dat P. 
With stepwise refinement, this problem is solved in the following way. First, one 
constructs a program P, which satisfies specification S. Then one constructs a 
sequence of programs P2,..., P, such that each Pi+, is a refinement of Pi, i = 
1 ,***, n - 1 and P, is in A. This gives us 
S aat P, +cP, a.. +cP, EA. 
This technique is sound, in the sense that the final program P, will indeed be a 
solution to the programming problem. By transitivity, the above implies that 
S tiat P, Q,& P, EA. 
Using the definition of refinement we have that S’ tiat P, =s S’ dat P, for any S’ in 
+J. Choosing S’ = S gives us 
SoatP,EA; 
i.e., P, is a solution to the program construction problem. 
As the above discussion shows, stepwise refinement can also be seen as a 
constructive technique for proving program correctness. This is in fact the original 
motivation for the stepwise refinement technique given by Dijkstra [9] (see [8] for 
another exposition of this idea). The refinement relation induces an equivalence 
relation between programs in the obvious way: 
DEFINITION 2. Let C=(Y+, da&) be a correctness criterion for -Paflf and let 
P and P’ be two programs in Y%ug. Then P and P are equivalent with respect to C, 
denoted P yc P’, if 
VSEYjac (SriatPoSdatP’). 
We obviously have P 4yc P’ if and only if P +fc P’ and P’ yfc P. Essentially 
P epc P’ says that P and P’ are indistinguishable, as far as the correctness criterion 
C goes; i.e., one will be correct whenever the other is correct. An immediate conse- 
quence of the definition is the following fact: 
PROPOSITION 2. Equivalence with respect to C is an equivalence relation in 
<P lu$z . 
4. CONSTRUCTING PROGRAM REFINEMENTS 
The previous section introduced the notion of refinement as a relation between 
programs, but did not give any hints as to how one actually is to find a refinement of 
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a given program. Here we will briefly discuss some techniques employed to this end, 
commenting on their soundness in light of the definition of correct refinement adopted 
above. Soundness will here mean that when a refinement P’ of a program P is 
constructed with such a technique, P + P’ will hold, for the chosen correctness 
criterion C. 
Program Transformation Rules 
One of the important approaches to constructing a refinement of a program 
consists in using a set of program transformation rules. This approach has gained 
considerable success since its introduction by Burstall and Darlington [7] and is 
treated in, e.g. [4, 14 and 201, just to mention a few. A program transformation rule 
can be considered as a function 
which assigns to each program P in 9~~ a suitably transformed program t(P). For 
the correctness of such a rule, we give the following definition: 
DEFINITION 3. The program transformation rule t: 3%&g -+ 9’plog is correct with 
respect to the correctness criterion C, if 
A program transformation rule t would usually not be defined for every possible 
program P in 9+, but only for a subset of programs satisfying certain conditions. 
We can model this by defining t(P) = P for programs P which do not satisfy the 
conditions associated with t. As +c is reflexive, P ‘L+ t(P) will always hold for 
such programs P, so correctness is determined only by the value of t on programs 
which do satisfy the given conditions. 
If t and t’ are two correct program transformation rules, then their composition 
to t’ is also a correct program transformation rule. This follows immediately from 
the definition of correctness for such rules and the transitivity of refinement. 
Therefore, any program derived from an initial program by a sequence of correct 
program transformation rules will be a refinement of the initial program. Use of 
correct program transformation rules is thus a sound technique for constructing 
refinements of given programs. 
Selective Refinement 
Program transformation rules would not be very useful if we only were to apply 
them to a program as a whole. To make efficient use of these rules, one needs to 
apply a rule selectively to some specific component of a program. Consider a 
program P which contains a component P,; i.e., P = P[P,]. Applying a transfor- 
mation t to this component yields P’ = P[t(P,)]; i.e., P’ is constructed from P by 
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replacing P, in P by t(Pl). We obviously want this way of selectively refining a part 
of a program to be sound; i.e., P *efC P’ should hold. More generally, we require that 
Vll qc PM 
holds whenever P, +fC P, holds. 
Programs are usually built up from basic constructs, such as assignment 
statements, using different kinds of program constructors, such as composition, 
conditional statements, iteration and/or recursion. More abstractly, this means that 
Qrog is not just a set but an algebra, generated by the constructors from the basic 
consiructs (the constants of the 
considered as a function 
algebra) in 9408. A program constructor g can be 
g: 9%0# * + 9’109, 
yielding a new program g(P, ,..., P,) from given programs PI,..., P,. (More generally, 
9~8 could be one of the sorts in a many-sorted algebra, which also would include 
other sorts necessary for the construction of programs. Also, a distinction between 
syntax and semantics should be made in this context. We take the simplistic view 
above in order not to be deflected from our main topic, the study of the refinement 
relation itself. We refer to [ 131 for more details on the algebraic approach to 
programs and to [l] for a precise treatment of selective refinement.) 
A sufficient condition for the refinement step above to be sound is that each 
program constructor is monotone with respect to +c ; i.e., if Pi +$ Pi for 
i = l,..., 12, then 
for any Pi, Pi in 94~9, i = l,..., n. 
DEFINITION 4. Let 9~9 be the set of programs generated by the constructors G 
from a set of basic constructs. Then 9%uf is said to admit selective refinement with 
respect to the correctness criterion C if each constructor in G is monotone with 
respect to b&c. 
Abstraction 
The use of abstraction, in the form of abstract statements, is a characteristic 
feature of the stepwise refinement technique. Its use is emphasized in [ 1 ] and is also 
central to some of the work done on designing program development languages 
[4, 151. In Section 2 we saw that using the abstract statement “decrease v so that R 
is preserved” in program P, makes it easier to find an initial solution to the 
programming problem. The use of this abstraction reduces the original problem to a 
simpler one, that of finding a program satisfying a specification corresponding to the 
abstract statement. The corresponding specification could, e.g., be expressed as 
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precondition: R A v > 0, 
postcondition: R A v < v’, 
where R is the assertion defined in Section 2 and v’ refers to the initial value of v. In 
general, abstraction is used to decompose a given problem into a number of 
independent subproblems, with abstract statements serving as specifications of these 
subproblems. 
Let C = (Y+c, oat) be a correctness criterion for 9~3. Abstract statements can 
be seen as a subset Y,,ed * of 3%0g, such that there is a one-to-one correspondence 
between elements of Y&C and 5$&c *. For a specification 5’ in Y+, let S* denote 
the corresponding program in Y#ec *. The satisfaction relation dat induces a 
corresponding relation oat* between Y+c * and 3%~ by 
s*ciat * P iff S gut P. 
for every S in .-5+~ and P in 9~8. Let C* = (Y+ *, ~&at*) be the corresponding 
correctness criterion. Then it is easy to see that 
for every P and P’ in 9~~. 
This construction gives us a correctness criterion C* = (9/e, *, d&at*) for .%o~, 
where Yfie, * G .3%09. Satisfaction is now a relation between programs, in the same 
way as refinement, so we may ask for the relationship between these two relations. 
This is clarified by the following two simple observations. First, assume that riat* is 
transitive in 9q. Then 
for any S E 9+ *and P E 2%~. To see this, assume that S dat*P and let S’ be an 
arbitrary specification such that S’ clak* S. By transitivity, this means that S’ tlat* P; 
i.e., S me&* P holds, as S’ was arbitrarily chosen. 
Next, assume that dat* is reflexive in Y/e, *; i.e., S dat* S holds for any 
SEYJ *. Then 
for any SE9’+ * and PE9q. This is also easy to see. Thus, assume that 
S tefc* P holds. By reflexivity, S gal-* S holds, and by the definition of refinement 
this means that S clat* P also holds. Combining these two observations gives us the 
following result: 
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PROPOSITION 3. Let C = (Y+x , dat) be a correctness criterion for 3%ug, where 
Ybec G 3%ug, Then 
if and only if oat is reflexive in 9+, and transitive in 3389 . 
The only if part of the proposition is a result of +c being reflexive and transitive 
in 9+08. In the special case when Y/d, = 9409, we have that o& = +’ if and 
only if riat is a preorder in .9%0~. This result shows that satisfaction, which is a 
relation between specification and programs, is a special case of the more general 
relation of refinement between programs, when the assumptions stated above are 
fulfilled. 
The above analysis leads up to the following definition. 
DEFINITION 5. The set of programs 3309 admits abstraction with respect to the 
correctness criterion C = (Ye, mt), if there is a one-to-one correspondence 
between Y+c and a subset 9+ * of 3309 , such that the induced satisfaction 
relation cl&t* is reflexive in 9J+e~ * and transitive in 9+~. 
When a programming language admits abstraction, there is only one kind of object 
to consider, (abstract) programs, and only one relation to consider, the refinement 
relation. The specifications form a subset of the programs and the satisfaction 
relation is a restriction of the refinement relation. The stepwise refinement technique 
then simplifies to: Given an abstract program P, and a set A of acceptable programs 
find a sequence of programs P, ,..., P, such that 
Top-Down Development 
The top-down program development technique derives its strength from the use of 
abstraction in combination with selective refinement. Let P be a program of the form 
P = P[S, )...) S,]; i.e., P contains the abstract programs S,,..., S, as components. 
With top-down development, we try to construct programs P,,..., P, such that 
Si aat Pi, for i= l,..., n. These new programs may contain abstract programs as 
components in their turn. The abstract programs in P are then replaced with these 
new programs, giving a program P’ = P[P,,..., P,]. Obviously P 4tjc P’ will then 
hold provided 9~~ admits selective refinement and abstraction; i.e., the top-down 
method is sound. 
The above discussion should be sufficient to indicate some of the necessary 
conditions for a successful use of stepwise refinement in program construction. Essen- 
tially the programming language should admit selective refinement and abstraction, 
and the program transformation rules used should be correct in the sense defined 
above. 
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5. REFINEMENT OF DETERMINISTIC PROGRAMS 
z The previous sections discussed the refinement relation in abstructo, without any 
specific commitments to the choice of programs studied or to the correctness criterion 
used. From now on we will be more specific, studying the refinement relation for 
certain important choices of values for the parameters Sof, Y/a and crat. In this 
section we consider deterministic programs with respect to the criterions of total and 
partial correctness. In the next section we extend the study to nondeterministic 
programs with respect to these same correctness criterions. 
As already remarked in the introduction, we want to treat refinement independently 
of any specific choice of programming language. We achieve this by taking a 
semantic point of view, regarding programs as state transformations. For this 
purpose, let C, be a set of proper states, and let I be a special element not occurring 
in C, (the undefined state). The set of states is C = Z, U {I}. A state transformation 
on .?Y is a function f: Z -+ Z such that f(l) = 1. Let FL. be the set of state transfor- 
mations on SC. 
Consider a program interpreted as a state transformationfin Fx. Thenf(u) = o’, u 
and cr.’ in Z, means that the program, started in initial state o will either terminate in 
the final state u’ (when u’ # I) or not terminate (when u’ = I). The association of a 
state transformation with a program described in a specific programming language is 
determined by a meaning function, giving the semantics of the programming language 
used (see e.g. de Bakker [3] or Tennent [ 191 for details). 
Total and partial correctness of a program is usually defined with respect to an 
entry and an exit condition. The entry condition describes the set of initial states for 
which the program is required to work properly, while the exit condition describes for 
each such initial states the set of final states allowed for the program. An entry-exit 
pair is thus a specification for a program. Partial and total correctness differ only in 
the way satisfaction of such a specification is defined. A specification will thus be a 
pair (D, R), where D EZ, is the entry condition (the specified domain) and 
R: D + 9(Z,) is the exit condition (the specified result). The set of all such (D, R) 
pairs is denoted Hz. 
Let f be a state transformation in F, and let (D, R) be a specification in H,. Then 
f is said to be totally correct with respect to (D, R), denoted (D, R) lot f, if 
Vu E D. f(u) E R(u). 
As _L G R(u), this implies that f(u) # I for each u E D. We say that f is partially 
correct with respect to (D, R), denoted (D, R) fiab f, if 
VuED.f(u)ER(u)U{I}. 
We now choose 2&g = F,, 9+ = Hz and consider the two choices for OXZ~, 
rrak = tot and ciat = /ah. This gives us two correctness criteria, total correctness 
T = (Hz, lot) and partial correctness P = (H,, #a)). These correctness criteria 
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determine two different notions of refinement between state transformations in Fz . By 
Definition 1, f +‘r.f’ if 
and similarly for f +, f’. The relation + will be called total refinement and the 
relation hefP partial refinement. 
To find a simpler characterization of these relations, we need the approximation 
ordering of lixpoint semantics, defined as follows. Let u and o’ be two states in Z. 
Then o approximates u’, denoted u L u’, if 
a=1 or u=u’. 
Let f and f' be two state transformations in I;,. Then f approximates f ', denoted 
f cf’, if 
vu E c. f(u) &f’(U). 
Obviously we have that f E f' if and only if f(u) = I or f(u) = f'(u) for every u in 
C. We now have the following characterizations of total and partial refinement. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let f andf’ be elements in Fz. Then 
f +f' ifand only iff Ff'. 
Proof. Assume first that f a&f’. Choose an arbitrary u E Z such that f(u) = 
u’ # 1. Then (D, R) toad f, where D = {u} and R = lz ED . {u’}. By the definition of 
refinement, this gives (D, R) tot f ‘; i.e., f ‘(a) E R(u) = {u’ }. Thus f (a) = f ‘(u), so we 
may conclude that f Q. 
For the converse, assume that f rf’. Let (D, R) be a specification such that 
(D, R) tot J Then f(u) # I for u E D, so f(u) =f’(u). Thus f’(u) E R(u) for u E D; 
i.e., (D, R) t~l f’. We may thus conclude that f a&f’. 1 
PROPOSITION 5. Let f and f’ be elements in F, . Then 
f q$f’ if and only iff’ if: 
Proof. Assume first that f +,f’. Let (D, R) be a specification, where D = {u} 
and R = AZ E D . ({f(u)} - {I}). Then (D, R) PO,,) f. By assumption, this gives 
(D, R)+k f’; i.e., f’(u) E R(u)U {I}, so f’(u)= f(u) or f’(u)=I. We thus 
conclude that f’ c$ 
For the converse, assume that f’ L$ Let (D, R) be a specification such that 
(D, R) 1, $ This means that f(u) E R(u) U {I} for each u E D. Now f’(u) = f (a) 
or f’(u) = I by assumption. In both cases we have f’(u) E R(u) U {I} for u E D; 
i.e., (D, R)/zab f ‘. We may thus conclude that f *efp f’ holds. i 
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These characterizations show a nice and somehat surprising connection between 
the proof theoretically motivated refinement relations and the information increasing 
approximation relation used in Scott-like definitions of programming language 
semantics. 
Some immediate consequences of the two propositions are worth mentioning. First, 
total and partial refinement are each others inverses, i.e., f z&f if and only if 
f’ *&,J Intuitively, total refinement only allows the domain of termination to be 
increased while partial refinement only allows this domain to be decreased. Another 
consequence is that equivalence with respect to total and partial correctness (total 
and partial equivalence) coincide, both being reduced to functional equality; i.e., 
f kprf’ iff f eyeap f’ iff f=f', 
We could also have made some other choices for the set of specifications. One 
possible choice would be to take as specifications all pairs (D, R), where D and R 
would both be subsets of Z,. However, an inspection of the proofs above show that 
this choice of specifications would yield the same characterization of total and partial 
refinement (this observation is due to Plotkin). Another possibility would be to 
choose only deterministic specifications; i.e., pairs (D, R) where R(a) is a singleton 
for each o E D. This would also yield the same characterization of refinement (in the 
case of partial refinement, we would need to assume that there are at least two 
elements in ,I&.) 
A more serious change would be to choose 9# ec to be a subset of H, rather than 
H, itself. This choice would be more realistic in some sense, as it would correspond 
to a situation in which a fixed specification language is given and 5$+ is the set of 
meanings of specifications in this language. Not all pairs (D, R) would then 
necessarily be expressible in the language, so Y/e& would be a proper subset of Hz. 
In this case we would not usually get the same characterizations of total and partial 
refinement (this would depend on the subsets of Hz chosen). However, total and 
partial refinement, as we define it above, would still be unique, in that they would be 
the strongest refinement relations for the respective correctness criteria. In other 
words, for any C = (Yjer, Tut), with Y@YC a subset of Hz, we would have that 
for every f and f’ in F, (similarly for partial refinement). With respect to equivalence, 
this means that total (partial) equivalence gives the finest possible partitioning of the 
state transformations with respect to total (partial) correctness. 
6. REFINEMENT OF NONDETERMINISTIC PROGRAMS 
Let us now turn to nondeterministic state transformations. These are functions of 
the formf: Z -+ 9(Z), where f(o) # 0 for each u E Z: and f (I) = {I}. We denote the 
set of all nondeterministic state transformations by G,. If f E G, is the interpretation 
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of a nondeterministic program, then f(a) = W, W a subset of 2, means that if the 
program is started in the initial state 6, each state in W will be a possible final state 
of the program. If W contains 1, then it is also possible that the program will not 
terminate for this initial state. 
Total and partial correctness will again be specified with respect to an entry and an 
exit condition. We use the same set Hz for specifications as we used in the deter- 
ministic case. However, the satisfaction relations have to be redefined. Let f be an 
element in G, and let (D, R) be a specification in H,. Then f is said to be totally 
correct with respect to (D, R), denoted (D, R) t&f, if 
Vu E D. f(a) 5 R(a). 
As 1 CZ R(a), this implies that 1 @ f(u), for each o E D. We say that f is partially 
correct with respect to (D, R), denoted (D, R) /MZ~ f, if 
VaE D.~(u)ER(u)U {I}. 
This gives us the total correctness criterion T = (H,, tot) and the partial correctness 
criterion P = (Hz, p&4) for G,. We use the same notations here as in the previous 
section, because in the deterministic case, when f(u) is a singleton for each u E Z, the 
relations &ot and +~a& agree with the previously defined satisfaction relations. The 
correctness criterions T and P determine corresponding refinement relations ‘L& and 
tefP, by Definition 1. To find simpler characterizations of these, we again turn to the 
approximation ordering. 
The approximation ordering used between nondeterministic state transformations is 
the so-called Egli-it&her ordering [ 161. Let the approximation ordering between 
elements of Z be defined as before. We define the following two relations between 
nonempty subsets W and W’ of Z: 
and 
WC1 u” iff VuE W3u’E W’.uFu’ 
WC, u” iff Vu’E W’3uE W.uEu’. 
An alternative characterization of these relations is 
and 
W& W’ iff WSWU{l}, 
WC_, w iff I E W or W S W. 
The Egli-Milner approximation ordering is then defined by 
WEW iff WC, W’ and W&W’. 
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An alternative characterization is 
WC W’ iff either IE Wand WS W’U{I), 
or J_& Wand W= W’. 
These relations are extended to nondeterministic state transformations in the usual 
way; i.e., for f andf’ elements of G,, we define 
fmf iff Vo E Z. f(a) cc f’(u), 
where cc is any one of the relations cl, r~* or 5. 
A denotational semantics for nondeterministic programming languages can now be 
defined using the Egli-Milner ordering. (Actually the relation [r2 alone can be used in 
defining such a semantics, as shown by Smyth [ 181). We are now able to charac- 
terize the refinement relations introduced above in terms of these approximation 
relations. We have the following results. 
PROPOSITION 6. Let f and f' be elements of G,. Then 
Proof. Assume first that f ,&f’. Let u E Z be such that I & f(a). Let D = {u} 
and R = lz E D . f(u). Then (D, R) to/ f. The assumption gives us that 
(D, R) tot f'; i.e., f’(u) E f(u). Thus we may conclude that f ~~ f'. 
For the converse, assume that f 52 f’. Let (D, R) be a specification such that 
(D, R) toSf. Thus I 65 f(u) for u E D. This means that f’(u) s f(u) s R(u), by the 
assumption, so (D, R) 6% f '. Thus f *e&f holds. 1 
PROPOSITION 7. Let f andf’ be elements of G,. Then 
f y$f’ 187 f’ c,J 
Proof. Assume first that f ~+,f’ holds. Let u be an element of C. Let D = {u} 
and R = Lz E D a (f(u) - {I }). Then (D, R)+ f. Using the assumption we get 
(D,R)pa~f’;i.e.,f’(u)cR(u)U{_L}=f(u)U{I}. Thenf’crf. 
For the converse, assume that f’ Q Assume that (D, R)&vz J Then f(u) c 
R(o) u {I}, for every u E D. This means that f(u) U {I} c R(u) U {i} and as by 
assumption f ‘(u) c f (u) U {I }, we have that (D, R) /a* f ‘, i.e., f Qefp f ‘. 1 
Combining these two observations also gives us a characterization of the 
Egli-Milner ordering in terms refinement relations: 
PROPOSITION 8. Let f and f' be elements in G,. Then 
fcf’ 13 f +rf’ andf’ eefpJ 
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This again shows the close connection between the proof theoretically motivated 
refinement relations and the approximation ordering of fixpoint semantics. 
Both relations TV, and ~2 are preorders, but neither one is a partial order; i.e., 
neither one is antisymmetric. The equivalence relations induced by these can be 
characterized as follows. Let W and W’ be two nonempty subsets of C. Then 
and 
w=i W’ iff WU{_L}=WU{I} 
WS, W’ iff I E wn W’ or W= W’. 
Equivalence between state transformations is defined in the same way as approx- 
imation, taking CC above to be =, or +. These relations are also the equivalence 
relations with respect to total and partial correctness. Thus 
and 
There are also other relations which can be defined between nondeterministic state 
transformations (see e.g. [5]). The relations +P and dYP are actually included in the 
list of interesting relations between programs presented in [6], although *#r and 8~~ 
seem to be missing. 
7. REFINEMENT AND PREDICATE TRANSFORMERS 
In order to give proof rules by which refinement between programs can be shown, 
we need to connect the refinement relation to more familiar concepts in program 
correctness. We will therefore show here how to characterize total and partial 
refinement in terms of predicate transformers. The characterization of total 
refinement in terms of weakest preconditions forms the basis for a general proof rule 
for total refinement, studied in detail in [ 11. A similar proof rule can also be given for 
partial refinement. 
Let Q be a subset of Z,, and let _f be an element of G,. The weakest precondition of 
f for Q, denoted wpdf, Q) is defined as 
wp(_L Q)= W&lf@)~Qb 
The definition implies that f(o) does not contain I when c E wpdf, Q). A charac- 
terization of total refinement can be given in terms of weakest preconditions, as 
follows: 
571/23/1-S 
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PROPOSITION 9. Let f and f’ be elements of G,. Then 
f +kf isf VQ E &. w(f, Q) c wp(f’, Q). 
Proof. Assume fiist that f *k&f’ holds. Let Q c 2, and let CJ E wpdf, Q). This 
means that I &f(u) so using the assumption and Proposition 6 we have thatf’(o) 5 
f(a) G Q. Thus u E wp(f ‘, Q). 
For the converse, assume that wp(f, Q) s wp(f ‘, Q) for any Q s E,. Let u oe an 
element of EC, such that -L $2 f(u). Choose Q = f (a). Then u E wp(f, Q), so by the 
assumption, u E wp(f’, Q); i.e., f’(u) c Q = f(u). This means that f c2 f’ and so, by 
proposition 6, that f z&f ‘. 1 
This connection between the weakest precondition and the Smyth ordering 
(relation tz2 or a+&) was independently found by Plotkin. A detailed discussion of 
the consequences of this, in showing the isomorphism between a predicate 
transformer semantics and a semantics based on nondeterministic state transfor- 
mations is given in [ 171. 
Let f again be an element of G, and let Q c C,. The strongest postcondition off 
for Q, denoted sp(f, Q), is defined as 
sp(f, Q) = (0’ E Z, 1 u’ E f(u) for some u E Q}. 
This gives us the following characterization of partial refinement: 
PROPOSI~ON 10. Let f andf’ be elements of G,. Then 
f 4&f’ i@- VQ G Z,. sp(f ‘9 Q) c spdf, Q). 
Proof. Assume fist that f e&f’. Let Q E Z,, and let u’ E spdf’, Q), i.e., for 
some u E Q, u’ E f ‘(a). By Proposition 7, we then have that f’(u) c f (u) U {I } and 
as u # I, u’ E f(u). Thus u’ E sp(f, Q). 
For the converse, assume that spdf’, Q) E spdf, Q), for any Q G Z,. Let Q = {u} 
and assume that u’ Ef’(u). If u’ # 1, this means that u’ E spdf’, Q), so by 
assumption, u’ E sp(f, Q), i.e. u’ E f(u). Thus u’ E f(u) U {I}. Using Proposition 7, 
this gives that f h$,f’. 1 
The importance of these results rests on the fact that the weakest preconditions and 
strongest postconditions can be computed syntactically for given programs, at least in 
the case of simple iterative programs. This gives us a syntactic characterization of 
refinement, on which a proof theory can be built. 
8. PROGRAM CONSTRUCTION WITH TOTAL AND PARTIAL REFINEMENT 
In this final section we will study the techniques for constructing refinements of 
programs described in Section 4, with respect to the total and partial refinement 
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relations defined in the previous sections. We consider first total and partial 
refinement in the case of deterministic programs. 
There will be two kinds of correctness preserving transformation rules, depending 
on whether we wish to preserve total or partial correctness. In the first case, a 
transformation rule t: F, + Fz will be correct if 
while in the second case we require that 
In other words, in the first case a transformation rule is only allowed to increase the 
domain of termination, while in the second case it only is allowed to decrease the 
domain of termination. 
These criteria for correctness of program transformation rules are not really new. 
The first criterion has, e.g., been formulated by Wegbreit [20], while the second 
criterion can be found in e.g. Burstall and Darlington’s article [7]. 
The requirement that 9409 admits selective refinement boils down to requiring 
that the program constructors used in defining the denotational semantics of 
programming languages with composition, conditionals and iteration are monotone 
with respect to the approximation relation. As this is one of the basic requirements of 
this approach to semantics, simple programming languages of this kind will admit 
selective refinement, both with respect to total and partial correctness. 
To analyze abstraction, let us denote by H; the set of deterministic specifications; 
i.e., specifications of the form (D, R), where R(u) is a singleton for each u E D. Let 
tot’ (pad) be the restriction of tot (+a) to deterministic specifications. Let 7’ = 
(Hi, tot’) and P = (Hi, +z*‘). A s remarked in Section 5, the refinement relations 
determined by 7’ and P’ are the same as those determined by T and P. We now have 
the following two results. 
PROPOSITION 11. F, admits abstraction with respect to T. 
Proof. For each deterministic specification (D, R), define a corresponding state 
transformation (D,R)* in F,, by 
(D, R)* (a) = o’ when u E D and R(u) = {u’), 
=I otherwise 
This gives a one-to-one correspondence between deterministic specifications and 
deterministic state transformations. The induced satisfaction relation lot* is defined 
by 
(D, R)* tot* f iff (D, R) L&’ jI 
The relation i-01* is easily shown to be both reflexive and transitive. Thus F, admits 
abstraction with respect to i”. I 
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Thus, if we restrict ourselves to deterministic programs and deterministic 
specifications only, the approximation relation serves both as the relation of 
satisfaction and as the relation of refinement in program construction, provided we 
are interested in establishing and preserving total correctness of programs. 
The situation with respect to partial correctness of deterministic programs is quite 
different. With the same embedding of deterministic specifications into F,, the 
induced satisfaction relation jab * turns out not to be transitive. In fact, the following 
proposition shows that, except for trivial cases, partial correctness and abstraction 
cannot be combined. 
PROPOSITION 12. F, does not admit abstraction with respect to P’, if there are at 
least two elements in ZO. 
Proof. Assume that there was an embedding of Hk into Fz such that the induced 
satisfaction relation +a4 *, defined by 
(D, A)* Pa** f iff (D, R) fia4’ f; 
was reflexive in the image of Hk and transitive in F,. Let us choose D = 0 and let R 
be the empty function. Then (D, R) bat’ f holds for any f in F,. Consequently, 
(D, R)*ja* * f must hold for any f in FL too. Now choose f and f’ in Fz such that 
f(a), f’(a) f 1 and also f(u) #f’(u) (this is possible, as C, is assumed to have at 
least two elements). There can obviously be no element f’ in Fr such that f r~f” and 
f’ tzf”. However, by assumption (D, R)* jfta4* f and (D, R)* #aa* f’. Using 
Proposition 3, this gives us that f & (D, R)* and f’ c (D, R)*. This is a 
contradiction, so there can be no element (D, R)* in F, which corresponds to the 
chosen specification (D, R); i.e., Fz does not admit abstraction with respect to P’. 1 
Next we consider the nondeterministic case. As with deterministic programs, we 
have two different notions of correctness of program transformation rules, depending 
on whether we wish to preserve total or partial correctness of programs. In the first 
case, we require that a program transformation rule t: G, -+ G, satisfies 
Vf E G,. f cz t(f ), 
while in the second case we require 
Vf E G,. t(f) cl f: 
The requirement that 9’408 admits decomposition means in the nondeterministic 
case that the usual program constructors, such as composition, conditionals and 
iteration should be monotone with respect to the preorders cl and c2. That this in 
fact is the case for the preorder c2 follows from results proved in Back [ 11. These 
program constructors can also be shown to be monotone with respect to the 
preorder pi. 
To study abstraction, let Hi be the set of specifications which are satisfiable with 
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respect to total correctness. This is the set of all pairs (D, R) such that R(a) # 0 for 
each o E D. Let kot” be the restriction of JoL to this set of specifications, and let 
T’ = (H;, MN). The refinement relation determined by T” is the same as the 
refinement relation determined by T, as unsatisfiable specifications cannot affect the 
refinement relation, We have the following result, 
PROPOSITION 13. G, admits abstraction with respect to T”. 
Proof. Let the embedding of the satisfiable specifications into G, be given as 
follows. For each (D, R) in Hg”, define 
(D, R)* (6) = R(o), when oE D, 
= {l}, otherwise. 
The induced satisfaction relation tot*, defined by 
(D, R)” tot* f iff (D, R) Cal-” f 
is then easily shown to be reflexive in the image of Hg and transitive in G,, thus 
proving the proposition. 1 
Abstraction can be combined with partial correctness in the nondeterministic case, 
as shown by the following result. 
PROPOSITION 14. G, admits abstraction with respect to P. 
Proof. In this case we choose the embedding as follows. Let (D, R) be a 
specification in H,. Define the corresponding state transformation in G, by 
(D, R)” (a) = R(a) U {I}, if aE D, 
= z, otherwise. 
Also in this case in the induced satisfaction relation jak* easily shown to be 
reflexive in the image of Hz and transitive in G,, thus proving the proposition. 1 
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